37 Background:
clinical sensorimotor functional assessments were used throughout a series of several mechanistic 48 experiments.
50
Findings:
51
Our results demonstrate that residual afferent hand sensory signals surprisingly reach human 52 primary motor cortex and can be simultaneously demultiplexed from ongoing efferent motor 53 intention, enabling closed-loop sensory feedback during brain-computer interface (BCI) operation.
54
The closed-loop sensory feedback system was able to detect residual sensory signals from up to 55 the C8 spinal level. Using the closed-loop sensory feedback system enabled significantly enhanced 56 object touch detection, sense of agency, movement speed, and other sensorimotor functions. 
Introduction:

68
Spinal cord injury (SCI) damages sensorimotor circuits leading to paralysis, an impaired sense of 69 agency, and sensory dysfunction. Several studies have employed a brain-computer interface (BCI) 70 to restore motor control via a robotic limb or other assistive device [1] [2] [3] . Recent We next investigated whether residual sensory information could significantly modulate neural S4 ). This result demonstrates the ability to decode residual sensory neural 144 activity from M1 that is below conscious perception, from functionally relevant hand dermatomes.
146
Residual sensory activity could also be decoded in a more challenging context during active object 
153
These results reveal that residual sensory neural activity can be decoded reliably from M1 during 154 active object manipulation.
156
The participant was next interfaced with a vibrotactile array on the right bicep, to enable closed-157 loop sensory feedback (Fig. 2B ). This interface was controlled in real time by a touch decoder, to 158 enhance the perception of hand sensory events that are significantly impaired following SCI. The in S1, tactile-based feedback enables rapid sensory perception at a significantly faster latency 17 .
234
This was a significant contributor to the choice of using vibrotactile feedback in the current study.
235
We also chose to use the participant's natural remaining sensory circuitry for object touch 
